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Set-Up Series: No.8

Ackerman
What is Ackerman? Ackerman steering is the alignment of each
of the wheels when turning. When turning, Ackerman controls just
how aligned one wheel is from another…. The idea of this release is
again, to ignore the complex detail and to concentrate on making
Ackerman very simple to understand, what to change and the effects
it may have on handling.

When turning you can alter the angle of each wheel, both the inside
and the outside wheel. True Ackerman is where by both wheels are
turning at exactly the same angle together, then you have More
Ackerman and Less Ackerman, all have varying affects on the
handling of the car. Ackerman only applies to the front steering.

To alter your Ackerman you change either the length of the steering
arm or the angle.

So here goes...
• Greater Angle of the steering arm = Less Ackerman
• Less Angle of the steering arm = More Ackerman
• Longer Steering Arm = Less Ackerman
• Shorter Steering Arm = More Ackerman
Length makes a greater difference than the Angle
• The Angle of the steering arm = small affect on Ackerman
• The Length of thej steering arm, = large affect on Ackerman

Examples of wheel direction with True, More
and Less Ackerman - ZERO an Positive Toe applied

More Ackerman
• Less aggressive turn-in
• More on-power steering, however too much can cause the
rear end to become loose
• More Corner speed
• The initial feeling of the steering will be smoother and easier to
control
• A larger (or more) Ackerman setting is less likely to overheat
the front tires, to a point however, where the outside wheel has
excessive dynamic toe-out, which will have an opposite effect
• Better suited for low to medium grip conditions.
• High traction rubber tires, with a larger sidewall and a larger
overall diameter will traditionally need a larger slip angle to
generate their optimal grip, and thus, an increased, or more
Ackerman effect would be preferred
• Will increase tyre scrub and tyre wear
•Potential for less steering mid-corner and corner-exit

Less Ackerman
• Will increase the amount of mid corner and on-power steering
• Less tyre scrub and less tyre wear
• Seems to be better suited for high traction surfaces, and
seems to be working better with certain tires, such as lower
traction rubber tires, with a smaller diameter and a harder
sidewall, or low diameter foam tires

Keeping It Simple

More Ackerman means a bigger difference between the angle
of the left and the right wheel turning and Less Ackerman
means there isn't as much difference, hence True Ackerman
means 'the same angle'

So what is the best Ackerman Set-up?

The best Ackerman set-up iw whereby you maximise the grip
achieved from a particular tyre on a particluar track in varying
conditions. You must experiment with Ackerman to find the
optimum set-up. Please remember, when you cvhange
Ackerman, your Toe Angle will also change so you must realign
your Toe angle following a change to your Ackerman.

Generally Ackerman is altered by the more experienced racer,
playing with other factors around setup initially would be a
preference as Ackerman is quite an advanced geometry
change, albeit it very effective. toe, camber, caster, roll -centre
can all affect Ackerman. However, the changes to the balance
and handling of your car through Ackerman adjustments are
amazing!

Good luck and please feel free to leave me feedback on my FB
page ( Steve Metcalfe RC ) and message me with any changes
you feel need to be made, or things i could add!

! Quick Tip !
More Ackerman affect (greater angle on the inside tyre than
the outside tyre) - less sensitive and a more stable car

With thanks to the supporters of my work...


